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In the following paper the choioe of optimal 
values of nonlinear circuit parameters is 
considered. The configuration of the oirouit 
is known and the criterion given. The pro
blem is treated as a certain stage of the 
designing procedure; evidence is given as to 
the effectiveness and economy of digital com
puters. A variant of the gradient method for 
finding optimum is discussed, providing a 
basis for writing an appropriate program for 
a digital computer. The proposed method of 
automatic selection of a step towards opti
mum increases the effectiveness of computa
tions. Dependences, determining the direc
tion of the step of the examined point near 
the constraint surface,are given. The discus
sed scheme of data is the basis for computing 
optimal parameters of servomechanisms with 
the aid of a universal optimization program.

The method of nonlinear circuit analysis, called a direct one, 
is presented in papers and [2]]. It consists of a description 
of oircuit operation using differential equations of the first or
der in a normal form, and of their dlreot solution on a digital 
computer. A method is given for obtaining differential equations
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of the analysed oiroult direotly In the required form. On the ba
sis of the SAKO autocode [3] , [4] it i3 explained /in several 
examples/ how easily a program may be written for oomputing the 
examined linear or nonlinear oircuit, using standard subroutines.

It should be emphasized that digital computers enable the ana
lysis prooess to be automatio. The constructor’s work should be 
lessened with the purpose of its reducing to writing only the sub
routine that would comprise oirouit differential equations as well 
as to choosing appropriate nonlinear subroutines from the subrou
tine library and the main program aooording to the criterion of 
the analysis.

1. THE CHOICE OF THE METHOD FOR SELECTING OPTIMAL CIRCUIT PARAME
TERS

The paper disousses problems connected with oirouit synthesis, 
i.e. the ohoioe of optimal parameters of circuits ;with a known 
configuration according to the given criterion.

The purpose is to find the process of designing whioh satisfies 
the following postulates [fjj, available meads being taken into 
consideration.

Basic postulates for estimating the effectiveness of the design 
ing procedure.

1. Selection of optimal parameters, aooording to the given crit 
erion.

2. Aoouraoy - oirouit operation,determined as a result of de
signing, should oorrespond as olosely as possible to real 
circuit operation.

3. Effectiveness in the sense of labor economy, costs and ope
rating time.

4. Versatility - the applied method 3hould include a possibly 
large class of oircuit systems.

In the majority of oases a successive approximation is the way 
in which designing offioes and laboratories are proceeding £5].
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In the first stage of designing, the oonstruotor chooses parameter 
values, taking advantage of his own experienoe and available meth
ods of designing whioh generally are not very preoise. Then, he 
makes the analysis of the oirouit operation and oompares the ob
tained characteristics with the assumed ones«

If assumptions are not satisfied, the oonstruotor uses differ
ences obtained among the oharaoterlstios and determines the ohang- 
es of circuit parameter values that should be introduced in order 
to improve the oirouit operation. After a oertain number of itera
tions assumptions are satisfied and it usually is the end of the 
designing procedure which, however, is not synonymous with the ob
taining of an optimal system. Suoh prooedure is rather far from sa
tisfying the above-mentioned postulates of the designing prooess.

ad. 1. The gain of an optimal system would demand a range of 
further iterations whioh is oontradlotory to point 3.

ad. 2. An increase of aoouraoy involves more time consuming com
putations, whioh is also oontradlotory to point 3.

ad. A. If the general method is used, its adaptation to separate 
problems isn’t required, whioh inoreases the effective
ness of the method. This being direotly oonneoted with 
point 3.

The prooess of designing by the method of suooessive approxima
tions may be hastened by means of various computing machines. How
ever, this oonoern3 only oomputations. The decision about the 
change of parameters 1s still to be taken in order to reach a more 
effective device operation. In the oase of more complex nonlinear 
oirouits, it is much more diffioult to find the dependence that 
would help to take this deoision. Those dependences should be for
mulated independently for various oirouit structures, whioh makes 
it diffioult to satisfy oondition 3.

Digital oomputers, thanks to their properties of performing lo- 
gioal operations, high operation speed and great computation accu
racy, permit to automatize the prooess of designing. They simulta
neously satisfy all above-mentioned postulates. The fulfillment of 
postulates points 2 and 3 results from the above-mentioned proper
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ties. Postulates 1 and 4 axe realized on digital oomputers seleot- 
lng optimal parameters as follows.

The optimum /i.e. minimum or maximum/ of the function

P ■ ?(x±) / V

Is to he found, where: function PCx̂ ) Is determined by the opti
mization criterion} x^ - values of seleoted parameters} 1 - 1,2,
3,..., •

It is assumed that oertain constraints are not overstepped.
They ore given in cne form of inequality

Rs (Xj) ^  0 /2/

where: s = 1 , 2 ,  3, ...f
- constraint funotions brought about by the given 
properties of the system, by subset charaoteris- 
tlos and so on.

Functions P(x̂ ) and Rfl(x̂ ) are in the majority of oases non
linear.

Gradient and random test methods are most often applied for 
solving the above problem.

The random test method is particularly suitable to problems in
which several minimums in the function P(x̂ ) are expeoted in the
spaoe oonoerned. This method enables to observe the behaviour of 
funotlon P within the whole spaoe.

When using the gradient method, the step is directed towards the 
steepest descent of the function leading to minimum. Thanks to this, 
the method is much faster than that of the random test. On the other 
hand, when using it, after having reached the minimum, there is no 
indication whether the obtained optimum is local or absolute. There
fore, when choosing the gradient method to test a function which may 
have several local minimums, the computations should be repeated 
starting successively from various points.
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Further, the gradient method will be considered from the view
point of satisfying the demands for the designing prooess by means 
of digital oomputers. let's assume that functions P and R„ are 
continual, their derivatives being partial in respect to all inde
pendent variables in the whole spaoe of seeking for optimum.

A variant of the gradient method is given below for writing an 
appropriate program of oomputations determined by dependences /1/ 
and /2/. Two basic stages are distinguished in it. The first con
cerns the seeking of optimum in an unconstrained space. In the 
case of funotion P being a convex one a new eoonomioal method is 
proposed of an automatic ohoioe of step directed by a gradient.
In the seoond, stage the step being also chosen automatically, 
leads towards optimum along a tangent to the constrained surface.

2. AUTOMATIC SELECTION OF STEP IN THE DIRECTION DETERMINED BY A
GRADIENT IN AN UNCONSTRAINED SPACE

Assume we start from point r inside the space determined by 
the dependenoe Rfx̂ ) ^  0.

The direction of the veotor gradient in this point is computed 
acoording to the dependenoe

n
&rad P " 2  %  X i  ^  ^ 2 ^  X i

1-0

- unitary vectors direoted along the coordinate axis

- values of partial derivatives

- approximate values of partial derivatives for an 
appropriately small increment of parameters A x^

- values J P - P  . _ p _ oorrespond-
r»r + ^ zi ^ r

where: x^
3P
axi
A P 
A x±
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ing to increments -dx̂  are found by means of
solving the system of equations desoribing the
operation of the investigated system for values
of parameters x± and x± r + and by
means of the algorithm determined by the aocept-
ed criterion of optimization by computing P
and P , 1,r

xi,r + ^ xi
A certain step is made in the direotion determined by the grad

ient of function P, providing the greatest change of this func
tion value in the neighbourhood of point r, according to the de
pendence

*i,r+1 " xi,r + h W

The value of step h in a most general case is selected auto
matically by means of a control of the value of angle between grad
ient veotors being determined successively [6]. If this angle is 
smaller than a certain aooepted value 9 , the step h is doubled} 
if the angle is too large h is twioe reduced.

This is evidently an effioient method, as it ensures steps near 
the ourve of the steepest desoent /or growth/ leading to optimum. 
However, for a certain olass of function P this method is not e- 
oonomioal. It requires most time consuming computation of gradient 
direotion every time when determining the angle between suooessive 
gradient veotors.

In the paper a more effioient method is presented of an automa
tic choice of.step h in the direotion determined by the gradient 
in the oase when the function P is convex, /i.e. its second de
rivative does not ohange the sign/. This method is based upon an

I /l’P — A’ * P texamination of the relation -- J*, at the inorement of
function P arguments where A ’P is expressed by the

n
dependence A*?

1 *0
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and ¿d” P is the inorement of the examined function P . Then, 
depending on the result, the value of step h is inoreased or re
duced.

showing the function P(h), where h defines the inorement of 
arguments in the direotion determined by the gradient, using the 
formula

Let’s aooept the initial value h . If it is too small, i.e. 
the relation | | is smaller than a oertaln constant S'
whioh is smaller than unity /for instance 0,1 - 0,3/, the value 
h is to be doubled and the relation | —  "j-jy— - | examined
once more. This is repeated till the moment when the inequality 
reaches | - >P|̂  y » the case when the initial value 
h is too great, one acts oonversely, i.e. the value h is being 
divided by half till the moment of satisfying the oondition

This oondltions the value of step h to the bend of the run 
of function P appearing when realizing this step. Such a control 
of the shift of the examined point in the direotion determined by

Pig. 1. Automatic selection of step 
while seeking for optimum by 
the gradient method.

This method may be easily explained by the diagram /fig. 1/

/5/
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the gradient, signifioantly les8ens the appearance of undesirable 
effects, as for instance, the entering the spaoe where funotion P 
is not determined, or those oonneoted with its speoifio of compu
tation.

Moreover, when a successively determined ohange of the gradient 
direotion is oonneoted with the bend of the run of funotion P, 
the proposed method automatically leads to point out the way of 
seeking for optimum. This way is near the ourve of the steepest 
desoent /or growth/. In the oaae, when the examined funotion bend 
does not aooompany the ohange of the direotion of the gradient, 
the optimum will be similar to the one found by the method of the 
steepest desoent/or growth/ given by L.W. Kantorowioz [V]*

The method proposed by the author provides a relatively quiok 
automatic ohoioe of the value of the step in the direotion deter
mined by the gradient. This is due to the faot that eaoh change of 
the step value is oonneoted only with a single oomputing of the 
value of funotion P independent of the number of selected para
meters.

The step towards optimum, as above described, is realized start
ing from suooessively determined points r + 1, r + 2, ..., aooord- 
ing to the dependence /4/ till the moment when:
a/ it is asoertained that the neighbourhood of minimum with the 

assumed aoouraoy S is reached. An adequate criterion may be

Pr+1 - Pr < * /*/

The fulfillment of this inequality is synonymous with the end 
of computation,

b/ it Is asoertained that the constraint determined by the depend
ence R(x.)>0 has been overstepped. In this case one aots as 
below /seo. 3/.

& The method of the steepest descent consists in determining the gradient of 
funotion P, and in a step in the opposite direotion till the minimal val
ue of funotion P is reached. In this point a new gradient direotion is 
defined and analogous to the former the minimal value of funotion P is 
found, and so on.
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3. CONSTRAINTS - STEPS ALONG THE TANGENT

If, while realizing a certain successive step h in the direc
tion determined by the gradient, the spaoe of constraint R(x^)« 0 
is overstepped, the step h should he lessened so as to he found 
on the surface of constraint Rfr̂ ) * 0 or near it. Let us con
sider the diagram R{h) in Fig. 2, where h is determined hy the 
dependence /5/. Assume, that starting from point r̂  the step ĥ  
is made in the direction determined by Grad P, and point r2 is
reaohed where., Rfĥ ) < 0. Then, one should return to point r̂  and
make a new step h2, the value of which is to be found by means 
of a linear interpolation /or of higher order/ according to the de
pendence

h2 “ h1 R (o)̂ —°R(ĥ ) /7/

Being on the surface of constraint /or near it/ the step is to 
be directed towards optimum along the tangent to this surface. Let 
us be in point rfx̂ ) on the surfaoe RiXj) * 0. Further seeking 
for optimum is performed by a step in the direction determined by
the projection of vector Grad P(x4 ) on the plane tangent to theJLfT
surface Rf^) « 0 in point r /or to the surfaoe R ^ )  = K, 
near the surfaoe R(x±) a 0/.

R
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An appropriate way of prooeeding will be most easily explained 
using Pig. 3 presenting space {Xjj} in the oase*^ n = 3, i.e.

2 9 - 
R(x1 »}•space |x̂  , x. 

oonstraint
of the gradient function P(x^, x?, x^) and veotor N*#') normal

Let us be in point r, on the surface of 
Xj) = 0. In this point we define veotor GH

15 ̂  ^2 * *3 ̂
to the surface of oonstraint R(x.j, x2, x^) = 0. Veotor S, being 
tangent to this surface, is found as follows:

First, components of the projeotlon of vector 
tor N are computed aocording to the dependence

against vec-

(S,
T1N

N) _   . N
N / a /

Then, point d should be found, vector G1N = 'being led
out from point c. Veotor S tangent to the surfaoe of oonstraint 
R(x,j, x2, x̂ ) = 0 is determined by the expression S ■ ^  “ ®1N*

Modulus value of veotor S is ohosen by means of its twofold 
increase or decrease depending on results of the examination of 
conditions * **)

P(x.1d’ x2d* x3d̂  < P x̂1r’ x2r’ x3r^ /9/

and

R(x1, 2d’ 3d) M /10/

* Further described way of proceeding holds true for any value n.
**The direction of veotor N is simultaneously that of gradient of the 

function R(x1, x2> x^). The gradient is determined by the dependence

OradR.^fS-x,
i-1

Dependence /9/ ccnoerns the seeking for minimum of the funetloa P. While 
seeking for maximum, charaoter <  should be plaoed instead of >  .
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Pig. 3. Defining tangent direotion to the limitation curve.

where M is a oertain assumed value determining the tolerance in 
which the value of function R(x-j* x2’ should be included
during computations.

When conditions /9/ and /10/ are satisfied the lenght of vector 
S is doubled and the point d* reaohed. For this point condi
tions /9/ and /10/ are examined anew*^. Such prooeedlng lasts 
till conditions /9/ or /10/ are satisfied.

*When doubling the lenght of veotor 3, which results in reaching, for 
instance, point T ’, condition /9/ concerns "the value of function P in 
points a ’ and <T and so on.
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Assume the length of veotor S to he found determining coordi
nates of point d’. The localization of point r̂  near the con
straint , Xj, Xj) ■ 0 is found by oorreoting the localiza
tion of point d’ aooording to the dependenoe

^  - *»_.si^Ljr /n/

The described oyole is repeated starting with point r̂  and so 
on, like for point r.

Starting with step h from a oertain consecutive point rn the 
change of the sign of the projection of veotor Gn of the grad
ient of the examined funotion F(x1n» x2n* x3n^ “ Pn on tlie tan_ 
gent » defined in point » is ascertained. This is e-
quivalent to the overstepping of the point nearest to the optimum. 
Then, one goe3 baok to the previously defined point r  ̂ and 
tries the step ^ . This is repeated till the required approach 
with the aoouracy E to the point nearest to the optimum on the 
surface of the constraint R(x̂  , x2, x-j) is reaohed. The fulfill
ing of this condition, e.g. | PQ+1 - Pn | < E signalizeb the end 
of the computation.

4. THE PROBLEM OF UNIVERSAL PROGRAM OPTIMIZATION

A program prepared for a digital computer and based on the grad
ient method oonoerns the problem of optimization whioh is general
ly formulated by dependences /~\/ and /2/. If suoh a program is ap
propriately written, the constructor’s task can be reduoed to ad
joining the following subroutines: computation of the projected 
system operation, optimized funotion P, limitation of R, and 
the preparation of adequate numerical data.

An exemplary universal program of servomechanism parameter op
timization has been developed. Minimal time regulation being ac-
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oepted as criterion, with the admissible error S and a given o- 
verregulation limitation /fig. 4 *V.

Pig. 4. Outline of criteriona of the servomechanism op
timizer. TR - regulation time, G - admissible 
overregulation, E - admissible regulation error,
W - input step signal, P - curve of the run of 
a temporary, Y - output signal of the servome- 
ohanlsm.

The following soheme of input data was accepted.

NUMERICAL DATA:

Soale - soale of computation,
x^ - selected variable parameters of servomeohanism /i = 0, 1,

2, ... being the index of a oonsecutive parameter/,
A x^ - increments of servomeohanism parameter variables used for

gradient computation /their values are estimated usually 
as 156 - yf> of the expected value of the appropriate para
meter after the end of optimization/,

*  In principle any signal may be the input signal W, if its time function 
may be computed by means of an appropriate subroutine.
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yk - initial conditions of differential equation system that des
cribe serTomeohanism operation,

NP - the number of seleoted parameters,
N - the numer of differential equations,
EPS - admissible regulation error,
M - tolerance of oonstraint oondition,
PIK - admissible overregulation /PIK *» fig. 4/,
H - the value of step in the direction determined by the grad

ient /its initial value may in prinoiple be arbitrary, how
ever, it lnfluenoe3 the oomputation time/,

HRK - the value of numerical integration step,
E - assumed optimization oorreotness.

The rightness of assumptions of the discussed program realiza
tion has been tested on the digital oomputer ZAM-2, especially in 
reference to the proposed method of automatic ohoioe of step and 
shifting of the examined point near the space of oonstraint. More
over, it has been found that for solving the problem of universal 
program optimization, the oomputer should be a floating point one 
/the problem of ohoosing the oomputation scale would then be oan— 
oelled/, with a larger operational storage and greater speed of
operation than ZAM-2. Polish digital computers which satisfy the
oonditions required are ZAM—3 and ZAM—41, the latter being now un
der realization on the Institute of Mathematical Machines of the 
Polish Aoademy of Scienoes.
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